Call for Application


Job Description

At Amazon, one of the most effective ways we can show customers the products in our online catalog is through compelling, detailed, and beautiful product images.

As the Senior Manager of European Product Imaging, you’ll develop and execute a strategic plan to get high quality images for the products on all of Amazon’s European websites. You’ll build productive relationships with publishers, studios and manufacturers, and drive technology initiatives to create automated and self-service systems for acquiring, managing, and controlling the quality of product images.

As part of this position, you’ll manage Amazon’s growing European in-house photography operation, which includes photo studios in France, Germany, and the UK. You will also manage a design team that produces merchandising graphics and layouts for the EU sites. You’ll collaborate with category leadership and Amazon’s fulfillment operations on strategies to integrate product photography into Amazon’s operations. A photography background is desired, but not required. The ideal candidate has several years experience managing distributed teams in a fast-paced production, operational environment. A strong business sense is required, as well as a track record of excellence in project management, and a history of hiring and developing great employees. This position requires collaborating with a global team, and successfully influencing change and improvements across a large organization.

You should bring a track record of successfully managing large teams, driving process improvements, and leading innovation and automation initiatives.

Basic Qualifications

- A minimum of 7-10 years experience leading large teams in an operations or production environment.
- Extremely strong leadership background, with a proven ability to influence others.
- Strong analytical and strategic planning ability.
- Technology proficiency, and successful experience driving requirements and business cases for technology initiatives.
- Fluency in English is required, strong written/verbal communication skills in German and French are strongly desired.
- Experience with, and a passion for, photography are a plus.
- Preferred Qualifications
  - Substantial experience managing large, distributed teams in a fast-paced, media-operations environment.
  - Strong business sense, with proven ability to engage clients and stakeholders cross-functionally
  - History of hiring and developing great employees
  - Proven record of driving process improvements
  - A minimum of 3-5 years managing managers
  - Proficiency in Italian and/or Spanish also desirable

If you are interested by this opportunity, please send your application to careers.online@ie.edu with your name, surname, and Amazon SM Imaging Operations in the subject of your e-mail, and copy me on it.

Deadline: November 17th 11 AM